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Building a Safer Future

Housing Secretary Robert Jenrick – January 2020

‘the biggest change in building safety for a generation’, 

including a new regulator, changes to height limits for the 

installation of sprinklers and new consultations, with the new 

measures to ‘go faster and further to improve building safety’, 

and the new Building Safety Regulator to be ‘established 

immediately’ within the Health and Safety Executive
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Fire Safety Bill (draft)

Published 19 March 2020

– Fire Safety Act 2020 (Royal Assent 2021)

– Clarify application of the Fire Safety Order

– Consultation closed 12 October 2020

• Application
– Buildings containing two or more domestic dwellings

• External/Internal Structure & Common Parts
– Walls, windows, doors and balconies

• Flat Entrance Doors
– Doors between dwelling and common parts
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Fire Safety Bill (draft)

Secondary Legislation (option)

• Regular inspections of lifts

– Including reporting of defects

• Evacuation plans including

– Personal emergency evacuation plans

• Fire safety instructions

– In a form that residents understand

• Fire door inspections

– Inquiry recommends 3 monthly
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Building Safety Bill 

(draft)
Published 20 July 2020

• Building Safety Regulator (Royal Assent 2022)

• Main Functions

– Oversee the safety and standard of all buildings

– Directly assure the safety of higher risk buildings

– Improve the competence of people responsible for 

managing and overseeing building work
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Building Safety Bill 

(draft)
Part 1 – Overview of the Act

Part 2 – The New Regulator – HSE

– Safety of people in/about buildings

– Improve building standards & building advisory committee

– Establish “Golden Thread” for building safety information

Part 3 – Building Control & Approved Inspectors

– Regulate & register building control professionals

– Act as the building control body for higher risk buildings

Part 4 – Accountable Person and Building Safety Manager

– Accountable Person - Individual, partnership or corporation

– Register building, safety case & assurance certificate 

– Building Safety Manager – Named individual or organisation

Part 5

– New homes ombudsman
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Building Safety Bill 

(draft)
Safety Case (building as a system)
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NFCC Building Safety 

Programme
The Secretary of State for MHCLG stated (2019)

‘I expect all high rise buildings to have been inspected or 

assured by the time the new building safety regime is in 

place, or no later than December 2021’

• Circa 11,000 in scope buildings (England)

• East Sussex circa 400 in scope buildings
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NFCC Building Safety 

Programme
Building Risk Review

• MHCLG funding

• Assurance of all Higher Risk Residential Buildings

• More than 18m or six floors

• Minimum data set returned

• Assessed by competent Fire Safety Regulator

• Joint inspections during remediation

• Completion 31 December 2021

• Building Safety Regulator

– Used to prioritise “Safety Cases”

– Risk based inspection programme
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Building Regulations

Approved Document B – Fire Safety (2019)

Regulation B4 (1)The external walls of the building shall 

adequately resist the spread of fire over the walls and from 

one building to another, having regard to the height, use and 

position of the building

• Building Regulation (amendment ) Regulations 2018

– 21 December 2018

– Multi-occupied residential buildings over 18m

– Euro Classification A2-s1, d0 or A1 BS EN 13501-1:2007+A1:2009

• Building Regulations 2010 (amendments May 2020)

– 26 November 2020

– Sprinklers in multi-occupied residential buildings over 11m

– Wayfinding signage for fire service over 11m

– Increase in compartment standards
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British Standards

BS 8629:2019 Evacuation Alert Systems

• Evacuation alert control and indicating equipment (EACIE)

– Separate to fire alarm system

– Only for use by fire service

– Not mandated
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Social Landlords

Fire Safety Event

Break – 10 minutes
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Consolidate Advice

Published 20 January 2020

• Safety of external wall systems

– ACM significant fire hazard on residential buildings at any height

– Other cladding materials & insulation materials

– Spandrel panels and balconies

– Product substitution

• Smoke control systems

• Fire doors

– Composite doors

Short-term measures should be put in place should a 

significant safety issue be identified
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Consolidate Advice

Short-term measures - Section 17
– Non compliant wall systems

– Inform local fire service

– Review fire risk assessment

– Resident engagement, domestic fire detection systems

– Survey residents ability to evacuate

– Cavity barriers/integrity

– Combustible storage

– Car parks

– Flat entrance doors

– Compartmentation

– Smoke control systems

– Facilities for fire fighters & access

– Review assessment & confirm fire evacuation strategy
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RICS – EWS 1

Introduced December 2019: Includes two options;
• Option A is for buildings where the materials used in the 

external wall would be unlikely to support combustion
– A1 - There are no attachments whose construction includes 

significant quantities of combustible materials

– A2 - There is an appropriate risk assessment of the attachments 

confirming that no remedial works are required

– A3 – Where neither of the above two options apply, there may be 

potential costs of remedial works

• Option B is for buildings where Option A does not apply 

and a more detailed review is required
– B1 - Conclude that the fire risk is sufficiently low that no remedial 

works are required

– B2 - Conclude that an adequate standard of safety not achieved, 

identify to the client the remedial and interim measures required

You should always have a rationale to justify the request for the EWS
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RICS – EWS 1

FIA – Online portal being developed
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Converted Housing

Housing Typology (LACoRS)

Houses in multiple occupation (shared houses)

– Very narrow scope (complex/grey areas)

– two or more households who occupy the living accommodation and 

share one or more basic amenity

Convert Buildings (flats)

– Guide doesn’t apply to properties constructed or converted to a 

standard in compliance with the Building Regulations 1991

It’s not a design guide

– Existing Premises (prior to 1991)

– Accepts common way alarms and simultaneous evacuation in lieu of 

fire separation

– Often lack smoke control systems
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Specialised Housing
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Thomas Report

In almost half (48%) of all cases where there is a 

fire with a fatality – the person(s) was, in all 

probability, dead before the alarm was raised.

In these cases the only way to ‘save’ the individual 

is through preventing the fire from occurring in the 

first place.

Prevention activities need to take place before the 

fire starts.
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Specialised Housing

Guide Objectives

• The guide provides recommendations that are 

designed to protect residents of specialised 

housing from fire.

• Readership

– Housing providers/managers & care providers

– Regulators

– Fire consultants

• Consistent/proportionate guidance on legislative 

requirements and resident safety.
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Housing Typology 

Supported Living (Group Homes)

New or converted

Common resident characteristics

Sheltered Housing (Social Housing)

Existing stock

Older people

Extra Care (High risk Occupancy)

New build

Increasing vulnerability
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Relative Risk

Fatalities per Million Population

Age Major Risk Factor
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Relative Risk

Specialist Housing

High Fatality Rates

Greatest Risk – Room of Origin
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Legislation

Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005

• Means of escape & common areas 

• Communal facilities

• Employee accommodation

• Ancillary facilities

• Compartmentation (inc roof voids)

• Fire detection, social alarms & ARC
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Mobility Scooters

NFCC Guidance

• High heat release rate

– 375°C 3 minutes, 556°C within 8.5 minutes

• Means of Escape

– Common ways & dwellings

• Minimum 30 minutes fire resistance

• Charging in designated areas/electrical testing

• Consider consent/permissioning regime

• Storage risk assessed
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Specialised Housing

Summary

• Cross over in legislation

• Vulnerability increases with age

• Specialist housing concentrates risk

• Person centred approach

• Impact of higher risk residents 

• Enhanced fire detection systems

• Fixed Protection Systems (PPS)
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